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-Understand the wonderfulness of praying
to the Divine Parent.
-Divine Parent can
change one big problem to tiny problems.
-We are not able to
handle even ourselves. Human being
is not great without
Divine Parent to always back us up.
-We are so different;
we are so useful.
-We can be patient
and then we will have
blessings, but blessings are not compensation for being patient.

It is about three years since my wife and I had our wedding ceremony in 2010, and
we have been separated for almost all those years. I have petitioned and submitted all required documents for a permanent visa for my wife, and we have been
waiting for an interview at the US Embassy in Tokyo. The interview will be the last
step for her. If everything goes well at the interview, she should shortly receive the
documents to come to the U.S. Her actual permanent visa card (green card) will be
sent to the Konko Mission of Honolulu.
April 2, 2013 was an interesting day for me because I received an email from the
National Visa Center (NVC) informing us that the processing of her petition has
been completed. It also stated that her interview date was scheduled for May 13,
2013 in Tokyo. We had been waiting for this day for a long time, and I expected to
be happy when it arrived. But my immediate thought was, “Oh no!”
Back in December 2012, I asked the NVC how we should include our baby on her
petition and they informed me to submit my son’s birth certificate and passport to
them. The letter for the interview came before we could send them the required
document because we didn’t have the passport for my son yet. I didn’t know how
to add my son’s name after we received the interview appointment letter.
I emailed to the U.S. Embassy regarding to our situation because the letter from
the NVC said, “The National Visa Center has completed its processing of this case
and any further inquiries should be address to U.S. EMBASSY.”
In order to verify the age of visa applicants, a medical examination must be done at designated hospitals. There is one
hospital in Kobe, three in Tokyo and one in Okinawa. The hospital in Kobe is the closest one for my wife and son; traveling
there would take four hours by train from my wife’s location.
Tokyo is too far because they would have to fly and stay overnight in a hotel. We really want to get the appointment at the
hospital in Kobe. It would take 2 weeks to get the results, so
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April 25, 2013 is the last available appointment for my wife and son for the
medical examination for the interview. My wife needed to bring to the medical examination the letter from the NVC, which lists both my wife and my
son as the traveling applicants. We had a limited window of time, but I was
very hopeful that we would be able to include my son.
The same day I sent the email I received the answer from the U.S. Embassy.
They said I should directly contact the NVC to add my son on the petition. I
was surprised by this information and immediately emailed the NVC with
the copy of the birth certificate and passport of my son. About two weeks
later the NVC sent me an email. I was speechless as I read the email, which
said, “You must resubmit your inquiry or request, and all future correspondence to the U.S. Embassy or Consulate in Tokyo because this petition is no
longer located at the NVC.”
Isn’t this why I initially emailed the U.S. Embassy? And didn’t they tell me to
contact the NVC? And now I have to ask the U.S. Embassy again? I felt like I
had wasted two weeks.
At this moment, I was glad to practice Konko Faith. I felt frustrated with this
back and forth situation, but I wanted to accept this incident with faith. I
stayed calm and realized the most important blessing: “Our petition is processing and there is the way to include my son on the petition. My wife and
son will have the interview for the visa.” We may not meet the date for the
interview but we can request to change the date for good reasons. I just
needed to be patient. In the meantime, my wife called the hospital and they
told her that they could do a medical examination for my son without the
document. Another blessing.
I received the email from the U.S. Embassy explaining the process two days
later. I found I had to fill out the form DS-230 and send it with the birth certificate to the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo. First line on the email was,
“Congratulation on your new born baby.” I smiled and thought I wish I saw
this in their first email to me. However, I didn’t have negative feelings. Instead, I felt I was able to use this experience to check my faith and turn my
heart toward the Divine Parent to get a stronger bond. These experiences
will continue until they arrive in Hawaii and come through the immigration
doorway to where I will be waiting. These experiences must become blessings for me and my family. Life is funny and I appreciate this.

TEACHING FROM KONKOKYO “KYOTEN”
The revelations I received in the beginning were very stringent. A man from
Hirajima came to my “hiromae” in Saizaki and I gave him teachings. But he
went home with doubts.
Later, when I went to Otani to worship, Konko‑Sama spoke in a revelation,
"Tell him that if he doesn't do as Kami says, Kami will kill him as soon as
tomorrow." This was in 1872, when I had started performing “toritsugi” in
Saizaki.
[Konkokyo Kyoten Gorikai II: Kataoka, Jiroshiro #4, Page 73, Konkokyo Honbu 1987]
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SPRING GRAND SERVICE FOR OUR DIVINE
PARENT OF THE UNIVERSE ON 4/7/13
The Spring Grand Service was held on April 7, 2013. On Saturday, April 6,
we made mochi to offer to the altars. We cleaned the church for the service
on March 31. Making mochi and cleaning the church are good opportunities to express our gratitude for our daily and significant blessings from Tenchi Kane No Kami, our Divine Parent of the Universe. We made time to attend the service and joined the mochi making and cleanup for the service.
Divine Parent must be happy to see our faces at the church. Nine ministers
from six churches in Hawaii served as officiants. Reverend Akinobu Yasutake from the Konko Mission of Waipahu did the sermon. We enjoyed the
refreshments after the service at the social hall.

SERMON BY REV. AKINOBU YASUTAKE
I am so grateful that we could gather here to hold the 2013 Spring Grand
Service together. I saw Koinobori outside, but from late April to early May,
you can see Koinobori flown all over Japan, especially at households with
young boys. As you may know, Koinobori are carp-shaped streamers traditionally flown in Japan to celebrate Boys Day in the hope that boys will grow
up strong and healthy. We used to raise Koinobori when my son Alex was a
small boy. The Koinobori was a present from my parents-in-law for Alex, and
they were big carp streamers of about fifteen feet. Alex loved his Koinobori
so much. Every morning while I was still asleep, he would hold and pull my
hand to wake me up, and take me to the place where the Koinobori was
kept, saying, “Fish, fish.” So I had him wear his shoes and bring the Koinobori to the pole, and then tied each carp to a rope. As soon as I finished tying on all the carp streamers, Alex would try to pull the rope with all his
might to raise them. But Alex always held the wrong side of the rope, so the
Koinobori would not go up when he pulled. I tried to explain, “Alex, that’s
the wrong end of the rope. If you pull that side, the fish do not go up, they
go down. So give me that rope and hold this side of the rope instead.” Still,
he did not let go and pulled even harder. I had no choice but to take it away
from him. But then he got angry and started to cry. I had to have him hold
the other side of the rope quickly so that he would stop crying. Then, he
tried to raise his favorite Koinobori into the air, but he could not do it very
well. So I told him, “Let me help you. Give me the rope and I will show you
how to raise the carp.” Again, he did not want to let go and kept holding
onto the rope. If I took it away, he would cry again. While Alex was small—
around one to two years old—we had to repeat this process almost every
morning to raise the Koinobori. I never wanted to take away his favorite fish
from him; I just wanted to put them up for him and wanted to teach him
how to raise them. All I wanted to do was help him and make him happy. In
this case, Alex was just too small to understand. However, we may be doing
similar things to two-year-old Alex in Kami-sama’s point of view. While Kamisama is saying hold this side of the rope, we may be trying to hold the other
side due to ignorance or self-centeredness. While we assume we are doing
okay and following the teachings of Konkokyo, from Kami-sama’s point of
view, we may still be trying to pull down the Koinobori instead of raising it,
without even realizing it.
Since the Industrial Revolution, the lifestyle of humans have changed significantly and rapidly. It is more convenient, wealthy and civilized. Means of
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communication has been changed drastically. Regular telephones and letters used to be the main communication tools, but now I can use my
iPhone, not only as a cellular phone, but for various communication applications such as E-mail, Skype, and Facebook. My wife often uses her iPhone
for looking up the bus schedule. Most of the city buses nowadays have
GPS, so the system can estimate when a bus will arrive at each bus stop.
When I was a boy, there were no such things as personal computers or
iPhones. Did I feel inconvenient at that time? Not really. However, I feel
really inconvenient without a PC or iPhone now because I am so used to
having them.
But has development of industries and technology resulted only in good
things? Not always. It also caused social, environmental, and political issues. As you know, a huge earthquake and tsunami hit northeast Japan in
March 2011, and approximately 18,000 people died and 2,700 people are
still missing. During this disaster, ordinary telephone lines and cell phones
could not be used. However, social media such as Twitter and Facebook on
the Internet could be used, and they helped victims for getting information,
communicating and looking for missing persons. This is one example of
technology saving people. On the other hand, the riot that occurred in England in summer of 2011 got worse due to these social media networks.
Some people used these convenient tools to instigate people to be more
violent. Many of them who instigated were outsiders and did it for fun. It is
said that some young people today are not good at face-to-face communication. One day my wife and I stayed at a hotel to visit our kids when they
were in college. In the hotel lobby, there were about 10 teenage girls who
looked like a basketball team sitting on sofas in a circle, but none of them
were talking to each other. All the girls had a laptop computer on their lap,
and were chatting with someone outside. We felt so strange. Another risk of
social networking is leaking of personal data or confidential information.
One article of a newspaper said that these days, the style of “spies” has
changed. My image of a “spy” comes from action movies such as of 007.
But the reality is that many spies in current times sit by a computer using
advanced IT technology for getting information. Their main mission is to improve skills and develop technology for hacking.
I think one of the most risky technology humans created is nuclear technology. As you know, nuclear bombs were used during World War II and approximately 200,000 and 80,000 people died in Hiroshima and Nagasaki
respectively. Since then, Japan decided not to make or possess nuclear
weapons. However, the government started to say nuclear technology can
be used for peaceful purposes. Then, nuclear power plants were built here
and there as cost to generate energy by nuclear power plant is much
cheaper than other methods such as thermal power or hydropower. Now
Japan is suffering from the nuclear power plant problem. The Fukushima
nuclear plant accident was caused by the earthquake and tsunami, but the
incident became worse mainly due to the overestimation of human ability.
It was said that the nuclear plant was 100% safe, but 100% safe in human
thinking and knowledge may not be 100% true. Many people cannot return
to their home because of radioactive contamination.
There are Konko Daijin’s teachings:
“Although they say the world is becoming civilized, it is not. It is collapsing. Because of this, Konko Daijin has come forth to save the
world (I Mitsugoro Ichimura 1-17)”
“Present-day society is knowledge-oriented. People always try to out-
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smart others, thus they are losing the virtue within themselves (I Mitsugoro Ichimura 3-24)”
A recent survey said 58% of people think that humanity will decrease as
science and technology keep making progress. That is two times more than
the survey taken half a century ago. When the inventor Thomas Edison died
80 years ago, many people talked about his great achievement, I guess
similar to what we did when Steve Jobs died. However, one journalist wrote
a column in the newspaper saying, “The improvement speed of present-day
people’s wisdom to fully understand the rapid change of technology is
much slower than the improvement speed of technology itself. It is like people invented and developed technology but could not use it well; rather,
people are controlled by the technology.” 80 years ago, some people already talked about the risk of rapid technology development, like Konko
Daijin saying the world is collapsing.
Mr. Kamon, a famous Japanese play director whose mother is a strong
Konko believer, wrote an article in one of Konkokyo’s magazines. He visited
a village in Kenya, Africa to shoot a TV program where no foreigner visited
before. He asked people in the village, “Do you believe in the existence of
Kami or god?” Everybody laughed at him. Small boys to elder people
laughed at him because they thought Mr. Kamon was telling a joke. They
said, “Look at the sky, look at the mountains. Can human create such
things?” To them, a question like, “Do you believe in the existence of Kami
or god?” is nothing but a joke. I think all humans used to be like them in the
past. People lived with Kami, felt Kami always, had feelings of appreciation
and awe always in daily life, being one with Kami.
Rev. Horio of Hita Church said at the Joint Conference held in summer of
2010, that when people are born, everybody has wake-mitama, or divinity,
within them. When you feel guilty for some reason, that is divinity within you
talking to yourself. When you see someone in trouble and want to help
them or pray for them, it is your divinity that you have had since you were
born. However, if you do not practice faith, you tend to lose this divinity.
Rev. Kishii of Toronto Church said a similar thing in a newsletter, “We, as a
child of Kami, received a body and soul from Kami-sama. Many people
think that a god is a super natural being separated from humans. Konko
Daijin, however, taught that every person has Kami within them. This gem
in our hearts, however, tends to lose its sparkle and often becomes clouded
because of our self-centeredness, greed, conceit, laziness, anger, arrogance, doubt, fear, distrust, worry, impatience and intolerance.”
I do not deny technology, civilization, and convenient wealthy society. I like
my iPhone. However, as Konko Daijin taught us, we should be aware of the
negative impact of high technology and civilized society as well. Human beings should not be arrogant and over-confident. Human beings cannot be
self-centered just thinking about their own convenience and profit. We need
to think not only about humans, but about other animals and plants, about
all of nature and the planet. I think as technology is developed, so have to
our hearts, ethics, and faith. The higher the technology we use, the higher
the level of spirituality we should develop. What I am trying to say is that
balancing spirituality and technology is important. Human beings have to be
more spiritually mature as higher technology is developed; otherwise, I am
afraid that humans will eventually be controlled by technology, like holding
the wrong side of the rope, pulling down our Koinobori without knowing
Kami-sama’s true thoughts. Let us practice faith and polish the gem in our
heart daily and have a life mutually fulfilled with Kami-sama.
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Konko Missions in Hawaii website

Konkokyo Declaration

http://konkomissionshawaii.org/

As humans, who are all allowed to live by the Great Universe,
We accept and respect all lives as being precious,
And pledge to manifest an ideal world where

KONKO MISSION OF
HONOLULU

Kami and people,
People and people, and people and all things
Live together through an Interdependent (Aiyo kakeyo) relationship.

1728 Liliha Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817

The Movement for the Mutual Fulfillment of Kami and Me

Phone: 808-533-7173
E-mail: Konko-Honolulu@hawaii.rr.com

I will seek and receive Mediation
I will realize the blessings of Kami
I will live a joyful life of appreciation
I will be one with Kami
I will pray for, help, and guide others
To actualize the Way of Kami and people
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MAY SUNDAY SCHOOL” ROPE WORK”
Date:

Sunday, May 19, 2013

Time:

10:30 a.m.
(Following Monthly Service which starts at 9:00 a.m.)

The theme of May Sunday School is "Rope Work!" Knowledge of
knots is something that's passed down to us from our ancestors, like culture. It is good to Know! If we know some good knots, we can realize they are
very useful and handy. Please encourage children around you to join this Sunday School activity. We will be learning to tie a variety of knots.

PARENTS’ DAY CELEBRATION
Date:

Sunday, May 26, 2013

Time:

11:00 a.m.
(Following Monthly Service which starts at 10:00 a.m.)

We will celebrate Parents’ Day between Mother’s Day in May and Father’s
Day in June. We will enjoy potluck party. All those 80 years and older are
“honored guests” and need not bring any food for the potluck. Let’s have an
enjoyable time with delicious food and lively socialization.

